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MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL 2.0 is a story about freedom. It wants to provide food for thought about 
our over-individual and consumptive society, which is dominated by money and other religions. It’s. 
not against regulation, capitalism and all other kind of religions. It’s against the excessive negative 
impact on our world and the abusement of traditions for commercial purposes. That’s why one of 
the most important events, Christmast, is embraced. With a remarkable nativity scene, run by Space 
Pigs, with their unfinished rocket as christmas tree, it wants to bring change, love, respect, fun and 
a opportunity for bringing people of all kind together by entertainment and workshops with a sense 
of a fairground and a worksite where the pigs build their rockets and other SPACE related objects to 
empower the fantasy and imagination and of course to promote their SPACE DREAM*. It’s a work in 
progress that in the future maybe will hack other events.  Also it wants to expand with more fun fair re-
lated installations. MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL can be a 365 days a year event. However, the first two 
editions are held around Christmas. Yet, December is still the most wonderfull time of the year! This 
was certainly the case at the courtyard and entrance hall of the Boijmans Museum.

*SPACE DREAM is a magical intergalactic fairy tale for a independent universe! A anarchic manifesto for freedom. A state-
ment with space traveling and Space Pigs, mutated and out of space, El Capitano is their great leader, as the symbolic carrier 
of a search for a new freedom idiom by disruptive sculptural narritive architecture. A fight against overregulation and in par-
ticular the government planning committees that limit our freedom as we please. Therefore the following objectives:

• Any self-respecting town, village or township has the right to a private Space Port!
• Every citizen may build its own rocket, Lunar Lander or related article on or to his home, yard, pasture or forest without 

any restriction!

Space Dream is a initiative of artist Sander Bokkinga, who trained as an architect at the Delft University of Technology,           
recognises the structures that children build while playing. He lives and works in Rotterdam, but he grew up in the country-
side. His mission is to bring the best of both worlds together in drawings, temporary and permanent installations and in the 
end in real architecture!
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